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DISTRIBUTED MATHEMATICS IN A HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT

by

John R Campbell

ABSTRACT

The advent of sophlsllcated window and operating system tools
during the past several yeara has made It possible 10 provide user
Interfaces that are not aS card- or Ilne-oriented as previous
Interfaces In addltlon, networking software has made It possible to
distribute wcrk among several computer~ so that optimal use Is
made of exlstlng facllltles. The Computer Research and Appllcatlon
Group at Los Alamos National Laboratory uscs these tools to
acceas, control, and animate solutlona to mathematical algorithms
and to provide a slmpllfled Interface to large mathematical
documer?tatlon databasea. A moum+drtven menu system provides
fwcea-a to these documentation databases. Mathematical routines
have been distributed betweem Sun Microsystems workstations and
CRAY XMP supercornputen. Control of these algorithms Is
accomplished by using vdndows and panels that con’rol Input to
compu~atlonal modules execut!ng on the Cray. These modules
return solutlons to the workstation In real time. The solutlons tire
then animated by using standard graphics. Evolutlon of tlme-
dependent problems can be viewed by butferlng solutlon dala
through the memory of the workstation.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods Cf solving mathema[i~l problelns on computers require choosing an alyorlthm,
Interpreting this algorithm into a language such ,IS C or Fortran, and then submitting tlIIs

Inlerpretatlon as a program for execution, The disjointedness of this procoss otten inhlblts In[uIIIon

and wsuallzatlon of the parameters govornlng the mathematics,

Further Compllcatlnq m;]lters IS the lack of a~equa~e feedback allct control over the colnpul(!r’:,
work. Slight changes 1:1 !ho rolovant v~:iatl~s require disproportlonalc amounts of lIfn(> from III(!
scientists and engineers using thesn systems Llkewlso, dcbugglng IS a painful process t)(!c:lus(I
(?rrors In Ioglc are Inseparable from coding errors

rtle SCl(3nllflC workstation wllh soph(stlchtod software allows us to eliminato sorTl(! of II1(!:; (I

probloms by bulldlng moro visually orlerlted COrTlpUIQrenvironments, The power of [Ills typo (JI
visual Ihlnking as a complotnont IO olhor m~dos Of !hlnking, such an verbal, can be dcmon~lr;ll(!(i
by methods described in Ref. I Moro visual approaches can elirninato cryptIL aIId :Irc;]lll
I:lrlguago and thus build simpler IIIIUr-laCOS to ~JxiStlng numorlcal motnods, Workstations ;II:;o ,IIIOW
LJS10 VIOWtime-dopondonl rosl)lls lr~ways not provlously poss It)l(! III ordf; r to rofrosh qr’’plllr; :;
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A research objective is to investigate the potential of an interactive environment ttlat enhances the
development of mathematical algorithms through providing better user insight. Control of the input
to these algorithms is by simple mouse-driven graphical objects such as menus, sliders, and
buttons. Feedback is through images that portray the relationships between variables representing
mathematical entities. Because of the refresh capabili~ of the workstation monitor, images can
change at rates appropriate for users to recognize time-varying trends.

Another research objective is to show how distributing computational tasks among various types of
specialized computers can result in more synergistic systems, i)istributing the tasks allows use of
each machine where it is most effective, For example, numerical processing earl be done on the
quickest supercomputers while the human interface can be computed on the workstation with its
rich software set, windowing capabilities, and interprocess communications.

THE PROBLEM

The potsntial for solving mathematical problems at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is
enormous, The problem to realizing this potential is a lack of ir]teroperability and simplification. T?e
compu!er facilities contain a veritable menagerie of computers on which problems are solved. Tab, e
1, for example, summarizes the capabilities of the machines in the Integrated Computing Network
(ICN). Because of the quest for speed, supercomputers have added functionality that further
increases the variety of ways in which they process numbers as shown in Table 2. The majcr
operating systems used on these machines are listed in Table 3,

In addition to the hardware in the ICN are two research machines in the Computer Research and
Applications group, an Intel Hypercube and a Floating Point Systems T-200, that h: /e 128
processors each. These machines are utilized for research in parallel processing. They ~re “front-
erxled” by computers running ULTRIX and XENIX.

A simplified diagram of the ICN connecting this h~rdware IS show(l in Fig. 1, The communication
from machine to machine on the network relies on the SIMP user interface (Ret, 2), The protocols
in SIMP are different for different functions and support only end toend protocols In terms of the
more standard TCP/lP suite of protocols, these represent the lowest layer of protocol. rh~ 11’
protocol, responsible for getting datagrarns to their destinations; the TLP layer, responsible for
making sure that they arrive and ar6 in the right order; nnd lht! appilcatlon Ii!ycr are not supported
Therefore, SIMP is an inappropriate interlace for use in programm; flq dlsfrlbutod applications,

In summary, the ICN harcfwaro IS made Up of Cray, CDC, IBM, Into!, Fiouting Point Systems, VAX,
Apollo, and Sun computers. The operating systems on these c,wnputo:s ate CTSS, N(Y3, VMS,
XENIX, ULTRIX, and UNIX, Also, the matt;ornatical libraries ll~tml Irl T_lbk! 4 must bc I:lnmtillmxj
ond improved as now numurlci~l techniques bocowm ~iivallnblt! acm:~:~ this lnrq(! coll{!ctlotl of
operating systems, This m!tworklnq system can bocom[! (;~l;]otl(: wItlIoIjt ;] ~:l(!;]r ov(;rilll [)li]t) 1 I)

avoid confusion and at tho sam(! tltno to utllizo Iho full potcnh;’1 of tl~i: ( orry)(:tlr~q powor ;Iv:,ll;lt)ll’, ,1
distributed networldinterfaco for user workst{]tlorls IS rletxjtxl 1Il[! i\pproiiCtl (j(!:,crlhl llt!ff! l’;

mtcndcd as a stop toward th:d goal
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A POTENTIAL SOLUTION

One approach in structuring this computing environment is !O provide a layered and simple set of
software on each user’s workstation. A hierarchical organization is possible through the popcp
menus now available on workstations. From the workstation, connections to various computers on
the ICN may be made. Specific tasks may then be distributed among these machines with direct
process-to-process communication links invoked beWeen the distributed computers and the
workstation.

With the interprocess communications (IPCS), remote procedure calls (RPCS), and sockets tha!
exist in the AT&T system V and BSD 4.3 versions of UNIX, different processes running on a single
worlwtation are allowed to share memory, pass messages, send signals, and set semaphores.
Likewise, processes running on different CPUS can pass daia back and forth between computers
with different internal data representations for their data.

The general environment will show the user what he wants to see, will allow easy access to existing
libraries, and will provide the appropriate rnactlirle for individual aspects of a particular computation,
The input parameters for a particular problem can be manipulated by simple means such as
buttons, sliders, and choice items, The results are then visually presented through pixel
manipulations that utilize the graphical capability of the workstation’s monitor. Several components
of such a system have been developed and are described below. Menu-driven documentation
extraction allows the user to select a routine from a library hierarchically through a series of popup
menus, The menu w+cction process can also be ~sed to run sample problems and to change
variables interactively.

The next component allows for executing on the workstation a process that transmii~ the input
variables to a remote machine, The transfer is done through RPCS on the computers with this
software. For the computers that do not have this software, sockets are used.

Finally, writing the dispiay information into memory and playing it back using the polling timer on the
workstation animate solutions, Thus, the evolution of time-dependent problems can be visualized.

MENU-DRIVEN DOCUMENTATION

Tho major mathematical libraries at ~NL are tho Common Los Alarnos Mathematical Software
(CLAMS), which contains Fortran-coded routines (Ref.:+), and CALMATH, which contains routines
codod in Cray Assembly Languago (CAL). Both CALMATH and Cl AMS have routines categorized
in a hierarchical manr, ~r and have documentation called prologu[?s that obey a very rigid format
described in Ref, 4, Because of this structured format, th[? cfoscrtphons of the routines are easy to
extract with UNIX filters.

UV using these filters in combination with workstation menus ;IIld wmdowlrlg capabilities, w?ry
slrnpk? tools r in bo croatod as shown in Fig, 2, Hero tho St7CH2D routifw l~ns boon solectccf c)otof

II)()CALMATH library by morcly pushing tho CALDOC buitor] and then using tho rnouso to actlv,llc
ttw nppropr(ato pullright Aftor tho routino item is soloct[?d, tho documrmtation for that routirl[?
:Ippcars in tho window to lhu Iowcr loft of tho menus shown, Tl~o scroll bars to th(? l’?ft Of tlw
wifldow i~llow tho l~~er to scroll tho docurnontatlon up and dowrl
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The graphical objects were developed with SunView and are coded in C. This program opens pipes
at the appropriate times to create the category, the subcategory, and routine menus. The items on
these menus are created by forking processes that filter through files containing the prologues. The
shell scripts that do the work are shown in Fig. 3. The scripts with names ending in “make” return
the menu items, and the cal_xtract shell script extracts documentation for the routine selected by
the user (Ref. 5). This latter script is complicated because the specific routine selected by the user
crn be accessed at rafidom with reasonable response times.

Menus allow users quick arid easy access to the documentation for mathematical llbra~ routines.
Likewise, they can guide the user through a sample problem that exercises the capability of the
routine selected. The computational tasks involved can then be distributed to the hardware capable
of text processing, thus freeing the supercomputer for the more numerically intensive tasks. The
following section describes an example of distributed compu~ation that calculates a numerical
problem on a supercomputer remote to the workstation using RPCS.

A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION

As previously stated the object of distributing processes between heterogeneous computers is to
take advantage of their individual strengths. Workstations, though rich in sodware, cannot compete
with supercomputers for numerical processing power. Likewise, the supercomp)ter environment is
limited in nonnumeric processing.

As a demonstration a Sun workstation was connected to a Cray through RPC software. Data were
transmitted back and forth over Ethernet, a~ld XDR software was used to account for different
internal data representations on the two machines. Sliders on the workstation allow the user to
manipulate input parameters tt~ a two-point boundary value solver running on the Cray. The
program on the Cray computes tb,e solution to an ordinary differential equat’on, using the left and
right boundary values and a parameter representing the sh~ ~r or discontinuity in the central
derivative. The data repre~enting the solution are then retl l~ned to the workstation as vector
endpoints, where they are display~~d as shown in Fig. 4, The whole process is IY.ouse driven and
takes about a second frGm the time the mouse button is depressed to the .:me the solution
appears,

(:urrent workstation capabilities allow the user to push a single button to rapidly determine his
solution’s sensitivity to changes in tho governing parameters, Furthermore, the confusion over the
mc?aning of the variables can be eliminated because of this visual approach.

A natural extensicn of this approach is to build a tool that allows one to see information as it is
generated hy iil~ distributed processor, Such a tool would aid in monitoring the behavior of
transient calculations, The next sectmn discusses an expcrimr?nt that determines this animation
capability of the workstation,

ANIMATION

(Jp to this point, concer~ hos focuswf on simplifying large quantities of information that is attainable
In faidv standard ways. Sinlplificntmn of user access through menus and of Iargo data bases
through vis’,)alization are part of tt]e way in which workstations can help in routine tasks, Ttw
wor~,station allows one to look at (:or,puta!lorls with a fresh pcrsp(!ctlvo through transient irnwy?s.
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‘rhe capability to refresh the screen rapidly enough to display time-dependent information is a
powerful tool. Inability to show this capability in a publication indicates its power over words as a
communication media. Until now time dependence in computer solutions was shown by drawing
graphics on film that could be played back at twenty-four frames per second on a projector,
Turnaround time was no less than a day because of the time required to develop the film.

Ariimation in displaying mathematical solutions is clearly useful in developing, debugging, and
understanding numerical techniques, Consider as an example the transient heat trarw,fer equation.
If graphical information representing the numerical solution stored in memory is copied to the
screen through a graphic interface at a sufficient rate, the transfer of heat could be visualized as It
is computed by a particular numerical algorithm. Although this technique likely could not show tll~
real-time evolution for problems in general, it could add the dimension of time to current
visualization tools, thereby showing the progress of numerical simulations as they evolve in time on
remote computers.

As a demonstration of the workstation’s capability to animate, a program was written to show sine
waves moving across the screen. The pixels representing sine waves were stored in the
workstation’s memory, staggered in phase, so that when they were copied from memory to ttle
screen, they appeared to move across the screen. 1 he amplitude and frequency of the sine wave
were connected to slider controls as previously descri”ed for the two-point value problem, and
when they were changed by the user, they recalculated t~,e pixel locations and rewrote them to
memory. The C program that controlled this and the window parameters polled a procedure to copy
tile pixels from memory to the screen at a suitable rate by sett:ng the interval timer to O and calling
the procedure as often as possible when the sliders were not being changed by the user.

CONC .USION

Tools that integrate the use of distributed pr~cessors to enhance the user’s computational
environment are the mouse-driven menus to access documentation for large math libraries, RPCS
to distribute mathematical computations betwe~n a workstation and a supercomputer, and the
animation of mathematical functions controlled by and displayed on a relatively low-cost scientific
workstation.

We propose to consolidate these and other tools to form tne basis of a sophisticated distributed
processing enviornment accessible from user workstations.

The applications for which these ,00Is are being desigrmd are cxcrnpllfied by new mathematical
techniques such as those described in Refs. 6 and 7. Other applications fall in the areas of paralll;l
processing research, studies in chaos and nonlint?ar math(?mntics, and development of Iargc s,c:~lf)
scientific simulation codes.
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TAaLE 1. Computer Configurations
Machine Relative Memory Disk

Computer Type Designation Power Sizea Capacity
CRI CRAY-l A v 4 1 ivlw 600 Mw
CRI CRAY-l S w 4 2 twlw 600 MVV
CRI CRAY-l A x 4 1 !vlvv 600 MVJ
CRI CRAY-l S Y 4 4 Mw 960 tvlVV

CRI CRAY X-MP/24 1 10 4 MW phJS 1500 MW
32 MW SSD

CRI CRAY X-MP/48 2 15 8 MW pk.lS 1200 MW
32 MW SSD

CRI CRAY X-MP/48 3 15 8 MW @lS 1200 MW
32 MW SSD

CRI CRAY X-MP/416 4 24 16 MW @JS 1200 MW
512 MWSSD

CDC CYBER 825 K 0.2 2 MB 275 MW
CDC CYBER 825 M 0.2 4 MB 413 MW
CDC CYBER 825 N 0.2 4 MB 370 MW

CDC CYBER 855 L 0.8 4 MB 275 MW
CDC CYBER 176 D 1.0 262 KW 500 MW

DEC VAX 1l/780-UNIX F 0.05 8 MB 2.05 GB
DEC VAX 1l/780-UNIX P 0.05 8 MB 250 MB
DEC VAX 1l/780-UNIX A 0.05 16 MB 1.61 GB
DEC VAX 8600-UNIX Beta 0.05 32 MB 2,05 GB
DEC VAX 8600-UNIX Lambda 0.05 32 MB 2,05 GB

DEC VAX 1l/780-VMS CC 0.05 16 MB 1,80GB
DEC VAX 1l/780-VMS OF 0.05 4 MB I.1OGB
DEc VAX 1li780-VMS SD 0.05 4 MB 500 MB

aMW = megaword, KW = kiloword, GB = gigabyte, MB = megabyte.——.=— __ _ -—
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TABLE 2. Crav ComDuter Attributes

Extended Vector
Memory Compress Gather/Scatter Vector

Addressing Index Count Population
CRAY-1
CRAY-l A
CRAY-l S x
CRAY X-MP x x
CFIAY X-MP/24 x x x x
CRAY X-MP/$8 x x x x
CRAY X-MP/416 x x x x
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TABLE 3. Computer Characteristics —
—

CTSS NOS VMS UNIX
CRI CY5ER VAX VAX

Characteristic CRAY-1/X-MP 825 Series Series
Character
representation

Floatin -point
Range2

Integer range

Memory size
(usable words)

Memory type

MIPS

Number of
processors

Relative CPU cost

Relative power

Tape drives

Vector processor

Word size
bits/word
charshord

ASCII

, ~+2466
,0-2466

9.2x10’8

lMto13M

direct access

80

X-MP 2 or 4
CRAY-1 has 1

1.2

X-MP 10or 15
CRAY 1 is 4

no

yes

64
8

6-bit CJC
display code

10+322
,0-293

5.7x 10’7

up to 131 K

direct access

15

1

0.85

0.1

yes

no

60
1!)

ASCII

1.7X1038
0.29 X 10-37

4.2 X 109

N/A

virtual

5

1

N/A

0.05

yes

no

32
4

ASCII

1.7X1038
0.29 x 1oo’

4.2 X 109

N/A

virtual

5

1

N/A

0.05

yes

no

32
4

aDependent upon implementation and language.
——
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TABLE 4. Mathematical and Statistical Software—

CTSS NOS Vhlls UNIX
CFTMATH FTNMATH VAXMATH F77MATH

IMSL IMSL

CALMATH SPSS SAS

BMDP
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******************* ********
cat_make ●***********8********* ●**************.* ●

awk ‘{if (Iength($l ) == 1) print $0}’ calcat

●☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
subcat_make ●******,>******************** ●********

awk ‘{if ((length($l ) > 1) && (substr($l ,0,1) == ‘“$1‘“)) print $0}’ calcat

●********””* *”**”* *******subrtn_make ●**************** **b************** ● ****

awk ‘/’$1’/ {print $1)’ fncat

●☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛✎☛☛☛☛☛☛☛●☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛cal_xtract ●*************** ●***.*********** ●*******

#! ~in/~;sh

set a=’grep -i ““$1 “ calfpd I awk ‘{print $2)”
set a=’echo $a I awk ‘{print $1}“
set a=’expr 1 + $a’
set b=’grep -i “-$1 “ calfpd I awk ‘{print $3}’ ‘
set b:=’echo $b [ awk ‘{print $1}“
tail +${a}c calpro I head -$b

Fig. 3. Shell scripts for documentation menus.



Fig. 4, Control panel/canvas for distributed two-point boundary-value ordinary differential equation,


